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SPECIFICATIONS 

FEATURES
The TGISNL is a battery operated night light triggered by motion
detection. Its wireless design allows for quick installation in the areas
hardest to access and very expensive to wire. It is easy to install with
simple hand tools and in some cases, no tools at all.

When motion is detected, the LED lights will turn on for 20-30
seconds after the last motion detected. It is designed to illumiate a
dark path enough for a safe passage to your destination, yet dim
enough to not be a nuisance when you and others are sleeping.

Using advanced technology, the circuitry prevents LED dimming and
fluctuations when the battery is low. Additionally, this convenient
night light is designed to use very little energy to provide light in
stairways, kitchens, bathroms, closets, wardrobes, pantries, or
anywhere you need it.

 

 

DIAGRAM

Model: TGISNL (TGISNWL or TGISNCL)
Wireless Motion Sensor LED Night Light

Detection Range........................................120° from front of PIR lens
Coverage...................................................... Approximately 10 Sq. Ft.
Time Delay (On Time when triggered).............................. 20-30 secs.
Dimensions....................... 2.76 x 1.02 x 3.27 in. (70 x 25.8 x 83 mm.)
Battery Requirements.................................... 4 x ‘AAA’ (Not Included)
Power Usage................................................................... 1 W/ 350mA
Color Temperature..............................TGISNWL: 2700K Warm White
         ........TGISNCL: 5000W Cool White

The TGISNL can be installed onto any clean and
smooth surface or any surface that screws can be
installed.

There are two ways to install the wireless night light; using the
double-sided adhesive tape or using screws.

1.   Push tab and pull battery door/ cover away from unit

2.   Place 4 ‘AAA’ batteries into the battery compartment according
      to the +/- diagram indicate on the casing
3.   Reattach the battery door cover
4a. Attach the included double-sided tape onto back of mounting
      bracket

OR

4b. Install the mounting bracket onto the installation surface using
      included screws, then hang the unit by use of the hanger loops.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

WARRANTY
This device is warranted to be free of material and workmanship defects for 1 year from the date of purchase. Original receipt or proof of purchase from an authorized retailer must be presented upon warranty claim. ALL claims must 
be verified and approved by , Inc. Warranties from other  products may vary. This warranty is nontransferable and does not cover normal wear and tear or any malfunction, failure, or defect resulting from 
misuse, abuse, neglect, alteration, modification, or improper installation.  To the fullest extent permitted by the applicable state law,  shall not be liable to the purchaser or end user customer of  products for 
direct, indirect, incidental, or consequential damages even if  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.  ’ total liability under this or any other warranty, express or implied, is limited to repair, 
replacement or refund.  Repair, replacement or refund are the sole and exclusive remedies for breach of warranty or any other legal theory. © 2018 Top Greener, Inc.● CA, U.S.A. ● WWW.TOPGREENER.COM ● 0208180126-02
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